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Year Group Leader update – Year 6 
 
Class Trees 
This academic year, children transitioned to Year 6 retaining their tree names, which enabled them to maintain their class identity at Lathom Junior School.  As a 
team, they worked collaboratively to create 3D displays of their trees: Class 16, Oak; Class 17, Lime; Class 18, Maple; Class 19, Juniper and class 20, Pine. 
Children wrote their goals for the year on the leaves of their trees.  
 

 

Oak class 

 

Lime class 
 

Maple class 
 

Juniper class 
 

Pine class 

                                                                                                                                                     
Guided Reading 
This term, students explored the core text, Letters from the 
Lighthouse by Emma Carroll, which is an amazing historical 
novel set in the Second World War and packed with 
mystery. The protagonist, Olive Bradshaw is a heroine 
indeed as her family experiences unfold as she faced the 
terrible effects of the war.   
 
On Mondays to Wednesdays, the focus is on developing 
reading fluency using three focus pages from the core text 
and improving comprehension skills.  First, the teacher or a 
more able reader model reads then this is followed by echo 
reading with a group of children or individuals.   
Then, children are given the opportunity to read in pairs and 
then silently read.  As a class, they discuss one or two unfamiliar words from the text and use clues in the text to determine their meaning.  The snowballing 
technique is used as the teacher answers the first question linked to the focus pages. This term’s focus was on the comprehension strand, retrieval and children 
were exposed to a wide range of questions linked to this skill.   
 
On Thursdays to Fridays, children work in their Reading sets and engage in exam practice which includes both fiction and non-fiction texts.  During these 
sessions, they are exposed to a wider range of question types: explain, infer, vocabulary, predict, summarise, and compare.   
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Writing 
This term, the core text, Rose Blanche by Christophe Gallaz and 
Roberto Innocenti is used as a stimulus for writing an eyewitness 
account and a descriptive recount (diary).   Rose Blanche – a fictional 
German girl – observed the departure from her small town of German 
troops heading for the eastern front against the Soviet Union.  Later, 
she watches as a little boy (clearly Jewish) escapes from the back of a 
battered vehicle.  Out of curiosity, Rose follows the lorry’s track to a 
concentration camp where pyjama clad prisoners with yellow stars 
stand behind barbed wire.   

 
First, an image from the text was used and children represented events using freeze frames.  They identified the key features of an eyewitness account and then 
wrote a setting description from Rose Blanche’s point of view in the form of an eyewitness account.   
 
In preparation for the longer writing task, children explored expanded 
noun phrases and figurative language as tools for enhancing 
description of settings found in the core text.  Then, they explored a 
character’s thoughts and feelings through use of freeze frames and 
thought tapping (revealing the inner thoughts of Rose and different 
characters from a given image).  Children practised using precise 
vocabulary especially when considering the character’s feelings, 
specifically Rose’s, when they can to align adjectives along a 
continuum and chose the word that best describes the character and 
provided a justification.  Then, they recapped their knowledge of 
various sentence types and formulated simple, compound and 
complex sentences.   
 

Using six images from the core text, children used drama to explore characters’ motives and then revisited the use of figurative language to aid description.  In 
groups, they explored a range of descriptive recounts by discussing the following: the purpose, similarities, differences and evaluating their effectiveness. 
Children planned, wrote, edited and then published descriptive recounts in the form of a diary from Rose of her experience from encountering a Jewish boy being 
captured to her discovery of a concentration camp. 
                                                                  
The next writing outcome was a non-chronological report which is based on their current History learning – World War II.   First, children worked in mixed ability 
groups and compared non-chronological reports by discussing the purpose, audience, form, comparison and effectiveness.  Then, they highlighted the structural 
and language features from a model text.  Children explored a wider range of clause structures including varying the position of subordinate clauses in complex 
sentences.  We referred to subtopics linked to World War II (rationing, evacuation, the Blitz) in order to study how cohesive devices can be used within sentences 
and across paragraphs.  With practice, children became more confident when choosing the appropriate adverbial of cohesion to link statements, for example, 
cause and effect, emphasis and addition.     
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Mathematics 
These sessions commence with a starter based on quick-fire fluency questions and then, the lesson’s topic is introduced followed by teacher modelling of the 
methods or strategies.  In pairs, children are given the opportunity to practise the mathematical skill and then move on to their independent tasks, which consists 
of fluency, reasoning and problem solving.  Children’s tasks are differentiated based on their Maths set.  
 
At the start of the term, we studied the unit, Number and Place Value.  First, children had many opportunities to work in pairs and represent numbers using 
various strategies.  This helped to deepen their understanding of the relationship between different units when they partition numbers and moved on to 
comparing and ordering numbers to one million.  Then, children were able to round any number within ten million and solve problems involving estimation.  
Decimals were introduced in a similar fashion as integers – giving children opportunities to identify, partition, compare and order decimals up to three decimal 
places. Then, we focused on the number operations: addition, subtraction and multiplication.  They practised adding and subtracting numbers with more than 
four digits using formal written methods and applied their knowledge by answering reasoning and problem-solving questions.  On Fridays, children engaged in 
‘test practice’ for both arithmetic and reasoning to develop their pace and to expose them to various test strategies.  
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Science 
Children studied the scientific concept, ‘Electricity’ and immersed themselves in an exploration activity requiring them to refer to previous learning and build a 
simple complete circuit. Then, children compare circuits and report their findings based on the following factors: changes in the current, changes in the 
resistance, brightness of the bulb and sound of buzzers.  In groups, children worked collaboratively as they investigated how the brightness of bulbs in a series 
circuit changes, depending on how many components are in a circuit.  Their results were presented using scientific diagrams.   
 
Given scenarios, children use role play to describe the function of electrical components, for example, using dialogue to portray an individual role in the circuit.  
Then, children planned a fair test based on the research question, ‘Does the length of the wire affect the brightness of the bulb?’ and used an Ammeter to 
measure current flow during this session.  They noted the role of the dependent and independent variables in this experiment and recorded their results in tabular 
format including a conclusion.   
 

 
  

 

History 
This term’s History topic is The Battle of Britain, World War II.  This unit commenced with role play as children showcased the various factors which contributed 
to World War II.  Then, children first located several countries on a world map and then researched the role of different countries during the Second World War 
(including the Axis, the Allies and neutral countries).  Children worked in pairs as they researched their own lines of enquiry linked to World War II.  Given a 
selection of propaganda posters, children analysed the messages they convey.  In trios, children used clues to predict how the event contributed to Germany’s 
surrender.   
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RE 
In RE, the fundamental question this term is ‘What similarities and 
differences do religion and world views share?’   
 
First, children compared the world’s main religions and world views and 
discussed their impact on individuals.  In addition, they expressed their 
own views as well as their own beliefs.    
 
Then, they compared the features that constitutes a church and a 
mosque using technical vocabulary in their descriptions.   
 
Different viewpoints regarding life after death were presented after 
conducting research on six religions.  
 
 
PSHCE 
This term, we explored the topic ‘Being me’ and commenced by identifying our goals this year.  In 
addition to this, children understood their worries and fears and how to express them.  Then, they 
discussed the universal rights for all children and recognised that not all children are privileged to 
enjoy those rights.  
 
https://www.unicef.org/sop/convention-rights-child-child-friendly-version 
 
 
 
 

   

 

 

https://www.unicef.org/sop/convention-rights-child-child-friendly-version
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A case study set in Ghana, East Africa was used to help children to identify the rights that are not met as they work on cocoa farms.   
 

   

 
Computing 
The first session of Computing focused on Online Safety.  By the end of this lesson, children were able to demonstrate the use of a search tool and access online 
content which can be reused.  Next, they were able to make references to and acknowledge sources they used from the internet.   
 
This term’s scheme of work is web page creation and in the first lesson, children explored and reviewed existing websites and evaluated their content.  Then, 
they examined the different layout features available on Google sites and created their own web pages based on their current History learning (World War Two) 
using Google sites.   
 

   

More examples of children’s World War Two webpages: 
 

https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1g1AW-eaRjf-y9-
FWAuCcWE2rbHQ1Ogze/preview 
 

https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1VjLITBrgHaDOFM5tHPo5tSSaq8Olf
XRl/preview 
 

https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1vEEARygvYWsJjxL9HhAIZma-
fqBRmfCC/preview 

https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1g1AW-eaRjf-y9-FWAuCcWE2rbHQ1Ogze/preview
https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1g1AW-eaRjf-y9-FWAuCcWE2rbHQ1Ogze/preview
https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1VjLITBrgHaDOFM5tHPo5tSSaq8OlfXRl/preview
https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1VjLITBrgHaDOFM5tHPo5tSSaq8OlfXRl/preview
https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1vEEARygvYWsJjxL9HhAIZma-fqBRmfCC/preview
https://sites.google.com/u/0/d/1vEEARygvYWsJjxL9HhAIZma-fqBRmfCC/preview
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Connecting Classrooms 
This term, Year 6 (along with other year groups) have 
embraced a global project – Connecting Classrooms, 
which is in partnership with the British Council.  Its aim 
is to help students understand world issues and equip 
them with the knowledge, skills and attitudes required 
to make a positive contribution.   
 
First, children were given the opportunity to share 
information across digital platforms about their school 
and community with their partner school in Nepal. 
Children described what daily life, teaching and 
learning is like in Year 6 and explained how 
information communication technologies are used at 
Lathom Junior School. 
 
In groups, children explored an image and completed a layered inference activity based on a polluted city.  They then shared their thoughts by offering precise 
observations and well-reasoned inferences.   
 
Black History Month 
Initially, Year 6 students discussed the significance of Black History Month by working on group tasks and explored the origin, obstacles and benefits of Black 
History Month. Then, each group presented their findings to the class and encouraged further discussion.   
 
Sarah Forbes Bonetta was introduced by using an image and children formed inferences about her life. Then, they generated questions pertaining to her life and 
used these as the sub-headings for planning a non-chronological report.  Children used chrome books to access reliable online data sources to conduct research 
about Sarah Forbes Bonetta and then wrote non-chronological reports.  
 
Then, children engaged in team work as they researched black Britons during the Victorian era such as Mary Seacole, Mary Prince, William Cuffay and Arthur 
Wharton.   
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Art           
During Art sessions, children were introduced to different forms of Yoruba art and varied skills including woodcarving, sculpture, metal work, textiles and 
beadwork.  In small groups, children used papier-mâché, masks, beads and Yoruba textiles to create Yoruba masks (refer to the video explanations provided by Pine 
class below).  
 
On Thursday 21st October 2021, Year 6 classes held their exhibition and each class had the opportunity to view their excellent learning.  Each class also 
produced a video presentation of their learning during Black History Month. 
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Students from Pine class also provided detailed instructions for creating Yoruba masks. 
Please scan the QR codes below for step-by-step instructions. 
 

   
    

 
 
 
 
 


